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In this issue we focus on:
l Bonds Vs Gilts in a low interest rate economy
l When will interest rates start to rise?
l Is the UK economy out of intensive care?
l Is the ending of QE nigh?

Rock bottom interest rates and cheap money have become such a fixture within our national financial psyche that
any change to these circumstances seems almost unthinkable.

l Bonds Vs Gilts in a low interest rate economy

It was more than 6 years ago that the Bank Base Rate began its descent from a high of 5.75% in July 2007, right
down to 0.5% on the 5th March 2009. And that’s where it’s stayed. The yield on long-dated gilts has plotted a
similar course, declining from around 4.5% in the period up to 2009 but then falling sharply over the next 4 years
to 1.8%, just 2 months ago. So, whilst an investment in long dated gilts 4 years ago would have been a highly
astute move, the likelihood of having done it could well have been a relatively low one, in acknowledgement that
such a seemingly unrewarding action would be difficult to justify on any grounds other than asset risk spread or
liability matching. After all why would you commit monies into a section of the market that was delivering sub-
inflation yields, promised guaranteed capital losses if held to maturity and was heavily dependent upon Bank of
England pronouncements?

How perverse then, that this soundest of logic should be turned on its head, with the Bond market becoming an
unlikely investment success story for all of those who climbed in at the right time. But no trend runs forever. Yes
there have been many periods in post war history when investment in the fixed interest markets has generated
special reward and outperformed equities – but the overall returns delivered over the last 5 years have been quite
unique. The combined forces of sustained low interest rates, regular bouts of QE, recession in the Western World
and the fear of equity market regression have combined to great effect and delivered extraordinary returns.

l When will interest rates start to rise?

The question now is whether we’ve reached a turning point in the Sovereign Debt markets and how much longer
interest rates can stay on the floor. It’s important to remember that at some point many forms of fixed interest stock
will cease to be stable income yielding holdings and become vehicles of capital destruction. A quick look at recent
history tells us that no market conditions remain unchanged for long. Throughout the 1980s, Base Rate bounced
around between 8% and 15%; in the 90’s Base Rate fell from a high of nearly 15% at the beginning of the decade
to 5.5% at the end whilst the Millennium started with Base Rate rising to 6% and then wobbling around between
3.5% and 5.5% - until the wheels came off in November 2008. For the last 5 years investors who have stuck 
to their guns with deposit capital have fought a losing battle, watching 10% or more of their buying power 
evaporate away.  
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But is change now in the air? No alteration to Bank Base Rate seems likely just yet - but over the last month, the
yield on 10 year Treasury Stock has risen by ½% from 1.9% to 2.4%.  Similar movement has been recorded in 15
year Treasury Stock, where yield has moved from 2.3% to 2.9% - good news for some, especially those
approaching their Drawdown review dates or perhaps an annuity purchase.  Will yields stop at these new levels –
or continue to rise? 

The public appetite for Bonds in recent times has been so strong that the sale of UK fixed interest stock has
experienced a boom that, in the eyes of some, has generated a market bubble. The prospect of the ending of QE
and the emergence of an economic recovery renders fixed interest markets increasingly vulnerable to sentiment
change.  

l Is the UK economy out of intensive care?

The confidence with which George Osborne presented his Spending Review recently may have succeeded
politically but his claim of the economy moving “out of intensive care” was outrageously deceptive, when judged
against the inexorable growth of the nation’s debts. His proposed future budget cuts of £11.5bn are little more
than a rounding error in the Government’s forecast £745bn expenditure in 2015/16. And remember that in 2015/16
the Government’s proposed expenditure will still be a cool £87bn more than the Government’s forecast receipts.

We are now 3 years into “austerity” and the 6th year of recession. This year Government expenditure will again
exceed income by around £120bn, meaning that the Government (on our behalf) borrows about 16p of every £1
of our money that it spends. So whilst the Chancellor speaks glowingly of his success with cutting the deficit, the
fact remains that our forecast £1.3 trillion indebtedness in 2 years’ time will be some £600bn more than was forecast
when the Coalition came into power.

l Is the ending of QE nigh?

Ben Bernanke’s early warning of the ending of QE was quite sufficient two weeks ago to rattle the equity markets
and push worldwide interest rates up. Of course QE must soon come to an end – both in the US and the UK. You
cannot continually print new money and expect others to buy the currency. You cannot, as Daniel Hannon said in
his splendid address to Gordon Brown in the European Parliament more than 5 years ago “spend your way out of
recession or borrow your way out of debt” – See YouTube Video – ‘Daniel Hannon Rips Gordon Brown’
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mc9TVlzdEsc). 

The country as a whole is deeply in negative equity – equivalent to around £40,000 per household. We remain
highly dependent upon the willingness of others to both provide the credit and accept rock bottom yields. 
Should appetite for Government stock really start to dwindle – or should confidence be lost in the Government’s
ability to finally contain the growth of the nation’s debts, then interest rates will be on their way up. Good news for
those who stay true to cash deposits, those in Drawdown and for future annuitants.  Not such good news for
borrowers, Government finances and property values.  But market forces must prevail – and as W C Fields once
said “there comes a time in the affairs of man when you have to take the bull by the tail and face the situation!”.
That time is nigh.
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